We perform a deeper analysis of an axiomatic approach to the concept of intrinsic dimension of a dataset proposed by us in the IJCNN'07 paper. The main features of our approach are that a high intrinsic dimension of a dataset reflects the presence of the curse of dimensionality (in a certain mathematically precise sense), and that dimension of a discrete i.i.d. sample of a low-dimensional manifold is, with high probability, close to that of the manifold. At the same time, the intrinsic dimension of a sample is easily corrupted by moderate high-dimensional noise (of the same amplitude as the size of the manifold) and suffers from prohibitevely high computational complexity (computing it is an N P -complete problem). We outline a possible way to overcome these difficulties.
Introduction
An often-held opinion on intrinsic dimensionality of data sampled from submanifolds of the Euclidean space is expressed in [10] thus: "...the goal of estimating the dimension of a submanifold is a well-defined mathematical problem. Indeed all the notions of dimensionality like e.g. topological, Hausdorff, or correlation dimension agree for submanifolds in R d ." We will argue that it may be useful to have at one's disposal a concept of intrinsic dimension of data which behaves in a different fashion from the more traditional concepts.
Our approach is shaped up by the following five goals. 1. We want a high value of intrinsic dimension to be indicative of the presence of the curse of dimensionality.
2. The concept should make no distinction between continuous and discrete objects, and the intrinsic dimension of a discrete sample should be close to that of the underlying manifold.
3. The intrinsic dimension should agree with our geometric intuition and return standard values for familiar objects such as Euclidean spheres or Hamming cubes.
4. We want the concept to be insensitive to highdimensional random noise of moderate amplitude (on the same order of magnitude as the size of the manifold).
5. Finally, in order to be useful, the intrinsic dimension should be computationally feasible.
For the moment, we have managed to attain the goals (1), (2) , (3), while (4) and (5) are not met. However, it appears that in both cases the problem is the same, and we outline a promising way to address it.
Among the existing approaches to intrinsic dimension, that of [5] comes closest to meeting the goals (2),(3), (5) and to some extent (1), cf. a discussion in [18] . (Lemma 1 in [11] seems to imply that (4) does not hold for moderate noise with E x = O(1), i.e., σ 2 ∼ 1/d.) We work in a setting of metric spaces with measure (mmspaces), i.e., triples (X, d, µ) consisting of a set, X, furnished with a distance, d, satisfying axioms of a metric, and a probability measure µ. This concept is broad enough so as to include submanifolds of R n (equipped with the induced, or Minkowski, measure, or with some other probability distribution), as well as data samples themselves (with their empirical, that is normalized counting, measure). In Section 2, we describe this setting and discuss in some detail the phenomenon of concentration of measure on high dimensional structures, presenting it from a number of different viewpoints, including an approach of soft margin classification.
The curse of dimensionality is understood as a geometric property of mm-spaces whereby features (1-Lipschitz, or non-expanding, functions) sharply concentrate near their means and become non-discriminating. This way, the curse of dimensionality is equated with the phenomenon of concentration of measure on high-dimensional structures [15, 9] , and can be dealt with an a precise mathematical fashion, adopting (1) as an axiom.
The intrinsic dimension, ∂, is defined for mm-spaces in an axiomatic way in Section 4, following [18] . To deal with goal (2), we resort to the notion of a distance, d conc (X, Y ), between two mm-spaces, X and Y , measuring their similarity [9] . This forms the subject of Section 3. Our second axiom says that if two mm-spaces are close to each other in the above distance, then their intrinsic dimension values are also close. In this article, we show that if a dataset X is sampled with regard to a probability measure µ on a manifold M , then, with high confidence, the distance between X and M is small, and so ∂(M ) and ∂(X) are close to each other.
The goal (3) can be made into an axiom in a more or less straightforward way. We give a new example of a dimension function ∂ satisfying our axioms.
We show that the Gromov distance between a lowdimensional manifold M and its corruption by highdimensional gaussian noise of moderate amplitude is close to M in the Gromov distance. However, this property does not carry over to the samples unless their size is exponential in the dimension of R d (unrealistic assumption), and thus our approach suffers from high sensitivity to noise (Section 6.) Another drawback is computational complexity: we show that computing the intrinsic dimension of a finite sample is an N P -complete problem (Sect. 5.)
However, we believe that the underlying cause of both problems is the same: allowing arbitrary non-expanding functions as features is clearly too generous. Restricting the class of features to that of low-complexity functions whose capacity is manageable and rewriting the entire theory in this setting opens up a possibility to use statistical learning theory and offers a promising way to solve both problems, which we discuss in Conclusion.
2. The phenomenon of concentration of measure on high-dimensional structures
Spaces with metric and measure
As in [18] , we model datasets within the framework of spaces with metric and measure (mm-spaces). So is called a triple (X, d, µ), consisting of a (finite or infinite) set X, a metric d on X, and a probability measure 1 µ defined on the family B of all Borel subsets 2 of the metric space (X, d). The setting of mm-spaces is natural for at least three reasons. First, a finite dataset X sitting in a Euclidean space R d forms an mm-space in a natural way, as it comes equipped with a distance and a probability measure (the empirical measure µ ♯ (A) = ♯(A)/♯(X), where ♯(A) denotes the number of elements in A). Second, if one wants to view datasets as random samples, then the domain Ω, equipped with the sampling measure µ and a distance, also forms an mm-space. And finally, theory of mm-spaces is an impor-tant and fast developing part of mathematics, the object of study of asymptotic geometric analysis, see [16, 15, 9] and references therein.
Features of a dataset X are functions on X that in some sense respect the intrinsic structure of X. In the presence of a metric, they are usually understood to be 1-Lipschitz, or non-expanding, functions f , that is, having the property
We will denote the collection of all real-valued 1-Lipschitz functions on X by Lip 1 (X).
Curse of dimensionality and observable diameter
The curse of dimensionality is a name given to the situation where all or some of the important features of a dataset sharply concentrate near their median (or mean) values and thus become non-discriminating. In such cases, X is perceived as intrinsically high-dimensional. This set of circumstances covers a whole range of well-known highdimensional phenomena such as for instance sparseness of points (the distance to the nearest neighbour is comparable to the average distance between two points [2] ), etc. It has been argued in [17] that a mathematical counterpart of the curse of dimensionality is the well-known concentration phenomenon [15, 13] , which can be expressed, for instance, using Gromov's concept of the observable diameter [9] .
Let (X, d, µ) be a metric space with measure, and let κ > 0 be a small fixed threshold value. The observable diameter of X is the smallest real number, D = ObsDiam κ (X), with the following property: for every two points x, y, randomly drawn from X with regard to the measure µ, and for any given 1-Lipschitz function f : X → R (a feature), the probability of the event that values of f at x and y differ by more than D is below the threshold:
Informally, the observable diameter ObsDiam κ (X) is the size of a dataset X as perceived by us through a series of randomized measurements using arbitrary features and continuing until the probability to improve on the previous observation gets too small. The observable diameter has little (logarithmic) sensitivity to κ.
The characteristic size CharSize (X) of X as the median value of distances between two elements of X. The concentration of measure phenomenon refers to the observation that "natural" families of geometric objects (X n ) often satisfy
A family of spaces with metric and measure having the above property is called a Lévy family. Here the parameter n usually corresponds to dimension of an object defined in one or another sense.
For the Euclidean spheres S n of unit radius, equipped with the usual Euclidean distance and the (unique) rotation-invariant probability measure, one has, asymptotically as n → ∞, Fig. 1 shows observable diameters (indicated by inner circles) corresponding to the threshold value κ = 10 −10 of spheres S n in dimensions n = 3, 10, 100, 2500, along with projections to the two-dimensional screen of randomly sampled 1000 points. Some other important examples of Lévy families [16, 13, 9] include:
• Hamming cubes {0, 1} n of two-bit n-strings equipped with the normalized Hamming distance d(σ, τ ) = 1 n ♯{i: σ i = τ i } and the counting measure. The Law of Large Numbers is a particular consequence of this fact, hence the name Geometric Law of Large Numbers sometimes used in place of Concentration Phenomenon;
• groups SU (n) of special unitary n × n matrices, with the geodesic distance and Haar measure (unique invariant probability measure);
• spaces R d equipped with the Guassian measure with standard deviation σ = 1/ √ n, • any family of expander graphs ( [9] , p. 197) with the normalized counting measure on the set of vertices and the path metric.
Any dataset whose observable diameter is small relative to the characteristic size will be suffering from dimensionality curse. For some recent work on this link in the context of data engineering, cf. [7] and references therein.
Concentration function and separation distance
One of many equivalent ways to reformulate the concentration phenomenon is this:
for a typical "high-dimensional" structure X, if A is a subset containing at least half of all points, then the measure of the ε-neighbourhood A ε of A is overwhelmingly close to 1 already for small values of ε > 0. More formally, one can prove that a family (X n , d n , µ n ) of mm-spaces is a Lévy family if and only if, whenever a Borel subset A n ⊆ X n is picked up in every X n in such a way that µ n (A n ) ≥ 1/2, one has µ n ((A n ) ε ) → 1 for every ε > 0. This reformulation allows to define the most often used quantitative measure of concentration phenomenon, the concentration function, α X (ε), of an mm-space (X, d, µ), cf. [16, 18] . One sets α(0) = 1/2 and for all ε > 0,
where A runs over Borel subsets of X. Clearly, a family of mm-spaces (X n ) is Lévy if and only if the concentration functions α Xn (ε) converge to zero pointwise for all ε > 0. Another such quantitative measure is the separation distance [9] . Let κ > 0. The value sep κ (X) of κ-separation distance of the mm-space X is the supremum of all δ for which there are Borel sets A, B ⊆ X at a distance ≥ δ from each other which are both sufficiently large: By setting in addition sep 0 (X) = diam (X), one gets the separation function of X, sep (X), which is a non-increasing function from the interval [0, 1/2] to R, vanishing at the right endpoint. It is a simple exercise to verify that for all ε, κ > 0
Thus, a family (X n ) of mm-spaces is a Lévy family if and only if sep κ (X n ) converge to zero pointwise, cf. Fig. 3 .
Concentration and soft margin classification
Here we will explain the concentration phenomenon in the language of soft margin classifiers. We will work in the setting of [1] , Subs. 9.2, assuming that the training dataset for a binary classification problem is modelled by a sequence of i.i.d. random variables distributed according to a probability measure ν on Z = Ω × {0, 1}. Here Ω is the domain, in our case a metric space, and the classifying functions f will be assumed 1-Lipschitz. (For a detailed treatment of large margin classification problem for such functions, see [23] .) The margin of a function f :
For a γ ≥ 0 (margin parameter), define the error of f with respect to ν and γ as the probability
The value 1 − er γ ν (f ) is a measure of how many datapoints admit a confident correct classification. Theorem 1 Let (Ω, d, µ) be a metric space with measure, and let ν be a probability distribution on Z = Ω× {0, 1} with the marginals equal to µ on Ω and the Bernoulli distribution on {0, 1}. Let γ > 0. Then for every 1-Lipschitz function f ,
where α denotes the concentration function of the domain
The result easily follows from the definition of the concentration function if one takes into account that the distribution ν induces a partition of Ω in two Borel subsets of measure 1/2 each. Conversely, one can bound the concentration function in terms of the uniform error:
where the supremum is taken over all 1-Lipschitz functions on Ω.
This formalizes the observation that in datasets suffering from dimensionality curse large margin classification with 1-Lipschitz functions becomes impossible.
3. Gromov's distance and concentration to a non-trivial space
Definition
Gromov's distance between two mm-spaces satisfies the usual axioms of a metric and is introduced in such a way that a family (X n ) of mm-spaces forms a Lévy family if it converges to a one-point space with regard to Gromov's distance. Thus, one can say that a dataset X suffers from the curse of dimensionality if it is close to a one-point space in Gromov's distance. Intuitively, it means that the features of X give away as little useful information about the intrinsic structure of X as the features of the trivial one-point set, that is, not much more can be derived about X from observations than about a one-point set. (For a formalization of this discussion in terms of Gromov's observable diameter of an mm-space, see [18] and Gromov's original book [9] .)
Gromov's distance allows one to talk of concentration to a non-trivial space. In a sense, this is what happens in the context of principal manifold analysis, where one expects a dataset to concentrate to a low-dimensional manifold.
Let
The idea of Gromov's distance is that X and Y are close if every feature of X can be matched against a similar feature of Y , and vice versa. For this purpose, one needs to represent all the features as functions on a common third space. This is achieved through a standard result in measure theory. Every mm-space X can be parametrized by the unit interval: there is a measurable map φ: [0, 1] → X with the property that whenever A ⊆ X is a Borel subset, one has
where λ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and φ −1 (A) = {t ∈ [0, 1]: φ(t) ∈ A} is the inverse image of A under φ.
Introduce the distance me 1 between measurable functions on [0, 1] as follows:
This is indeed a metric, determining the well-known convergence in measure. Now define the Gromov distance d conc (X, Y ) between two mm-spaces X and Y as the infimum of all ε > 0 for which there exist some suitable parametrizations φ X and φ Y of X and of Y respectively, with the following property. For every f ∈ Lip 1 (X) there is a g ∈ Lip 1 (Y ) with
and vice versa: for every g ∈ Lip 1 (Y ) there is an f ∈ Lip 1 (X) satisfying Eq. (1).
inf{d(a, x): a ∈ A} is 1-Lipschitz and so differs from a suitable constant function c by less than ε/2 on a set of measure > 1 − ε/2. Clearly, c ≤ ε/2, and so d A can possibly take value > ε on a set of measure ≤ ε/2, meaning α(ε) ≤ ε/2. Conversely, if d conc (X, { * }) ≥ ε, there exists a 1-Lipschitz function f on X which differs from its median value M = M f by at least ε on a set of measure ≥ ε. It means the existence of two sets, A and B, such that µ(A) ≥ 1/2, µ(B) ≥ ε/2, and for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B one has |f
E.g. for the spheres the Gromov distance to a point is exactly the solution to the equation α S n (ε) = ε/2, Fig. 4 . 
Gromov and Monge-Kantorovich distances
Let us compare the Gromov distance to the well-known Monge-Kantorovich, or mass transportation, distance (also known in computer science as the Wasserstein, or Earthmover's distance), see [20] . Given two probability measures µ and ν on a metric space (X, d), the mass transportation distance between them is
where η runs over all probability measures on X × X whose marginals are µ and ν, respectively. Thinking of µ and ν as piles of sand of equal mass, d mass (µ, ν) is the smallest average distance that a grain of sand has to travel when the first pile is moved to take place of the second.
PROOF. Without loss in generality, one can assume both µ and ν to be non-atomic, and use the coordinate projections π i , i = 1, 2, from the measure space (X × X, η) to parametrize the two mm-spaces in question. For every f ∈ Lip 1 (X) the L 1 -norm of the difference
whence the desired estimate follows easily.
No bound in the opposite direction is possible. For instance, d conc (S n , {0}) = o(1), while the mass transportation distance between the Haar measure on the sphere S n and any Dirac point mass will be at least 1.
Sampling
If (Ω, d, µ) is an mm-space and X is a µ-sample of Ω, then X becomes an mm-space on its own right if equipped with the restriction of the distance d and the normalized counting measure. The following theorem states that random samples of an mm-space Ω will concentrate to it with confidence approaching one as the sample size increases.
Recall that a metric space Ω = (Ω, d) is totally bounded if for every u > 0 it can be covered with finitely many open balls of radius u, and the smallest such number, the covering number, is denoted N (Ω, u). For instance, every compact metric space is totally bounded. Theorem 6 Let (Ω, d, µ) be a totally bounded metric space of diameter one equipped with a non-atomic Borel probability measure µ. Let ε, δ > 0, and let X be a random µ-sample of Ω of size
where C > 0 is an absolute constant. Then with confidence > 1 − δ one has:
PROOF. The Rademacher averages of a class F of functions are capacity measures defined as follows: for every n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
where X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n are i.i.d. sample points according to the sample distribution µ, and ε i are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables assuming equiprobable values ±1.
Making use of Remark 4, denote by F Ω the space of all 1-Lipschitz functions on Ω with f ∞ ≤ 1, and similarly for F X . By Theorem 18 in [23] , for a suitable constant C > 0,
Since the diameter and covering numbers of X are majorized by those of Ω, the inequality (3) remains true if F Ω is replaced with F X . Because (Ω, µ) is a standard Borel non-atomic probability space, it can be used instead of the unit interval to parametrize X (with the normalized counting measure). Choose a Borel measurable parametrization φ: Ω → X with the property φ(x) = x for each x ∈ X. Let φ * F X denote the set of all pull-back functions on Ω of the form g = f • φ, f ∈ F X . Such functions are Borel measurable, though not necessarily Lipschitz. By the choice of φ, the Rademachar averages of F X and of φ * F X coincide, and so Eq. (3) continues to hold with φ * F X in place of F Ω . Corollary 3 on p. 19 in [14] , applied to the function class F = F Ω , together with the inequality (3), implies that, under the condition
one has with confidence > 1 − δ that the empirical mean and the expected value of each f ∈ F = F Ω differ by less than ε:
(Notice that in Eq. (2) we use the normalization by 1/n as e.g. in [23] , while the normalization in [14] is by 1/ √ n. Also, the constant C in Eq. (4) is different from that in Eq. (3).)
An analogous statement is true of the class F = φ * F X . Consequently, under the assumption (4), with confidence > 1 − 2δ, if f ∈ F Ω and g ∈ φ * F X coincide on X, then f − g 1 < 2ε, which, in its turn, easily implies me 1 (f, g) < √ 2ε. For every function f ∈ F Ω there is a function from the class φ * F X taking the same values as f at all points of X: this is the function (f | X ) • φ. The converse is also true: as is well known, every 1-Lipschitz function on a subspace of a metric space (e.g. X) admits an extension to a 1-Lipschitz function on the entire space (in our case, Ω), cf. e.g. Lemma 7 in [23] . if g ∈ F X , there exists ag ∈ F Ω extending g, and now (g • φ)| X =g| X . We conclude: with confidence > 1 − 2δ, the Hausdorff distance between F Ω and the pullback of F X to Ω is bounded by √ 2ε. Therefore,
with confidence > 1 − 2δ. Making a substitution ε new = √ 2ε, δ new = 2δ, we obtain the desired result.
Since the above result is meant to be applied to lowdimensional manifolds, the values of the covering numbers are relatively low, and the theorem gives meaningful estimates for realistically sized sample sets. For ε = 0.1 and δ = 10 −6 they are on the order of thousands of points for d = 1 (principal curves), tens of thousands for d = 2 and millions for d = 3. The estimates can be no doubt significantly improved.
4. An axiomatic approach to inner dimension
Axioms
Let M denote some class of spaces with metric and measure (possibly including all of them), containing a family (X n ) of spaces asymptotically approaching the ndimensional unit Euclidean spheres S n with their standard rotation-invariant probability measures:
These can be Euclidean cubes [0, 1] n with the Lebesgue measure and the distance normalized by 1/ √ n, the Hamming cubes {0, 1} n with the normalized Hamming (ℓ 1 ) distance and normalized counting measure, etc.
Let ∂ be a function defined for every member of M and assuming values in [0, ∞) ∪ {∞}. We call ∂ an intrinsic dimension function if it satisfies the following axioms: 
(X). (iii) (Axiom of normalization)
3 For some (hence every) family (X n ) ⊆ M with the property d conc (X n , S n ) = o(1) one has ∂(X n ) = Θ(n).
The first axiom formalizes a requirement that the intrinsic dimension is high if and only if a dataset suffers from the curse of dimensionality. The second axiom assures that a dataset X well-approximated by a non-linear manifold M has an intrinsic dimension close to that of M . The role of the third axiom is just to calibrate the values of the intrinsic dimension.
As explained in [18] , the axioms lead to a paradoxical conclusion: every dimension function defined for all mmspaces must assign to the trivial one-point space { * } the value +∞. This paradox is harmless and does not lead to any contradictions, furthermore one can avoid it is by restricting the class M to mm-spaces of a given characteristic size (i.e., the median value of distances between two points), which does not lead to any real loss in generality.
Dimension function based on separation distance
In [18] we gave an example of a dimension function, the concentration dimension of X:
Here is another dimension function.
Example 7 The quantity
defines an intrinsic dimension function on the class of all mm-spaces X for which the above integral is proper (including, in particular, all spaces of bounded diameter). We call it the separation dimension. (Cf. By judiciously choosing a normalizing constant, one can no doubt make the separation dimension of {0, 1}
n fit the values of n much closer.
In fact, practically every concentration invariant from theory of mm-spaces leads to an example of an intrinsic dimension function, and the chapter 3 1 2 of [9] is a particularly rich source of such invariants.
Dimension and sampling
Most existing approaches to intrinsic dimension of a dataset have to confront the problem that, strictly speaking, the value of dimension of a finite dataset is zero, because it is a discrete object. On the contrary, as examplified by the Hamming cube {0, 1} n (Fig. 5) , our dimension functions make no difference between discrete and continuous mm-spaces. Moreover, the dimension of randomly sampled finite subsets approaches the dimension of the domain. The following is a consequence of Theorem 6 and Axiom 2 of dimension function. Corollary 8 Let ∂ be a dimension function, and let Ω = (Ω, d, µ) be a non-atomic mm-space. For every ε > 0, δ > 0 there is a value n 0 = n 0 (∂, Ω, ε, δ) such that, whenever X is a set of cardinality ≥ n 0 randomly sampled from Ω with regard to the measure µ, one has with confidence > 1 − δ
Jointly with Theorems 1 and 6, the above Corollary implies the following result which we state in a qualitative version. In other words, an intrinsically high-dimensional dataset does not admit large margin classifiers.
Complexity
For the moment, we don't have any example of a dimension function that would be computationally feasible other than for well-understood geometrical objects (spheres, cubes...). Theorem 10 Fix a value 0 < κ < 1/2. Determining the value sep κ (X) of the separation function for finite metric spaces X (with the normalized counting measure) is an N Pcomplete problem.
PROOF. To a given finite metric space X associate a graph with X as the vertex set and two vertices x, y being adjacent if and only if d(x, y) ≥ κ. Now the problem of determining sep κ (X) is equivalent to solving the largest balanced complete bipartite subgraph problem which is known to be N P -complete, cf. GT24 in [8] .
High-dimensional noise
Another deficiency of our approach in its present form is its sensitivity to noise. We will consider an idealized situation where data is corrupted by high-dimensional Gaussian noise, as follows. Let µ be a probability measure on the Euclidean space R d . Assume that µ is supported on a compact submanifold M of R d of lower dimension m ≪ d. If µ has density p µ (that is, is absolutely continuous with regard to the Lebesgue measure), a dataset X being sampled in the presence of gaussian noise means
where
2 is the density of the gaussian distribution γ n (0, σ 2 ). Equivalently, X is sampled with regard to the convolution of µ with the d-dimensional Gaussian measure:
in which form the assumption of absolute continuity of µ becomes superfluous. One can think of the mm-space (R d , µ * γ n ) with the Euclidean distance as a corruption of the original domain (M, µ). We will further assume that the amplitude of the corrupting noise is on the same order of magnitude as the size of M , that is,
Here is a result in the positive direction. PROOF. For an ε > 0, let F be a finite ε-net for M . Denote by π the orthogonal projection from R d to the linear subspace V spanned by F . Let π * µ denote the push-forward of the measure µ to V , that is, for every Borel A ⊆ V one has (π * µ)(A) = µ(π −1 (A)). The mass transportation distance between µ and π * µ is bounded by ε, and by Proposition 5 the Gromov distance between M and (V, π * µ) is bounded by ε 1/2 . A similar argument gives the same upper bound for the Gromov distance between the gaussian corruption of M and that of (V, π * µ).
The mm-space (R d , (π * µ) * γ n ) can be parametrized by the identity mapping of itself (because the measure is non-atomic and has full support), while the projection π parametrizes the space (V, π * µ) by its very definition.
The fibers π −1 (x), x ∈ V are (d − |F |)-dimensional affine subspaces, and the measure induced on each fiber by the measure (π * µ) * γ n approaches the gaussian measure γ n−|F | (0, σ 2 ) with regard to the mass transportation distance as d → ∞. The functionf obtained from f by integration over all fibers π −1 (x), x ∈ V belongs to Lip 1 (V ), and since d − |F | = O(d), the concentration of measure for gaussians (p. 140 in [16] ) implies that for some absolute constant C, the functions π • f and f ∞ differ by less than ε on a set of (π * µ)
In particular, if d is large enough, the Gromov distance between M and its gaussian corruption will not exceed 3 √ ε, whence the result follows since ε > 0 was arbitrary.
Corollary 12 Under the assumptions of Theorem 11, the value of any dimension function ∂ for the corruption of
Unfortunately, this result does not extend to finite samples, because the required size of a random sample of M in the presence of noise is unrealistically high: the covering numbers of (R d , µ * γ d ) go to infinity exponentially fast (in d), and Theorem 6 becomes useless.
As an illustration, consider the simplest case possible. Proposition 13 Let M = {0} be a singular one-point manifold, and let X be sampled from M in the presence of gaussian random noise of moderate amplitude, that is,
where σ 2 = 1/d. Assume the cardinality of the sample X to be constant, |X| = O(1). Then the Gromov distance between M = {0} and X tends to a positive constant (
PROOF. It is a well-known manifestation of the curse of dimensionality that, as d → ∞, the distances between pairs of points of X strongly concentrate near the median value, which in this case will tend to √ 2. Thus, a typical random sample X will form, for all practical purposes, a discrete metric space of diameter ∼ √ 2. In particular, Lip 1 (X) will contain numerous 1-Lipschitz functions that are highly non-constant, and the Gromov distance from X to the one-point space M is seen to tend to the value √ 2/3.
For manageable sample sizes (up to millions of points) the above will already happen in moderate to high dimensions. We conclude: the proposed intrinsic dimension of discrete datasets of realistic size is unstable under random highdimensional noise of moderate amplitude.
Comparison to other approaches

The intrinsic dimensionality of Chávez et al.
The following interesting version of intrinsic dimension was proposed by Chávez et al. [5] who called it simply intrinsic dimensionality. Let (X, d, µ) be a space with metric and measure. Denote by m(d) the mean of the distance function d: X × X → R on the space X × X with the product measure. Assume m(d) < ∞. Let σ(d) be the standard deviation of the same function. The intrinsic dimensionality of X is defined as
Theorem 15 The intrinsic dimensionality satisfies: -a weaker version of Axiom 1: if (X n , d n , µ n ) is a Lévy family of spaces with bounded metrics, then
For a proof, as well as a more detailed discussion, see [18] , where in particular it is shown on a number of examples that the dimension Chávez et al. and our dimension can behave in quite different ways between themselves (and of course from the topological dimension).
Some other approaches
The approaches to intrinsic dimension listed below are all quite different both from our approach and from that of Chávez et al., in that they are set to emulate various versions of topological (i.e. essentially local) dimension. In particular, all of them fail both our Axioms 1 and 2.
• Correlation dimension, which is a computationally efficient version of the box-counting dimension, see [4, 21] .
• Packing dimension, or rather its computable version as proposed and explored in [12] .
• Distance exponent [22] , which is a version of the wellknown Minkowski dimension.
• An algorithm for estimating the intrinsic dimension based on the Takens theorem from differential geometry [19] .
• A non-local approach to intrinsic dimension estimation based on entropy-theoretic results is proposed in [6] , however in case of manifolds the algorithm will still return the topological dimension, so the same conclusions apply.
Discussion
We have proposed a new concept of the intrinsic dimension of a dataset or, more generally, of a metric space equipped with a probability measure. Dimension functions of the new type behave in a very different way from the more traditional approaches, and are closer in spirit to, though still different from, the notion put forward in [5] (cf. a comparative discussion in [18] ). In particular, high intrinsic dimension indicates the presence of the curse of dimensionality, while lower dimension expresses the existence of a small set of well-dissipating features and a possibility of dimension reduction of X to a low-dimensional feature space. The intrinsic dimension of a random sample of a manifold is close to that of the manifold itself, and for standard geometric objects such as spheres or cubes the values returned by our dimension are "correct".
Two main problems pinpointed in this article are prohibitively high computational complexity of the new concepts, as well as their instability under random highdimensional noise.
The root cause of both problems is essentially the same: the class of all 1-Lipschitz functions is just too broad to serve as the set of admissible features. The richness of the spaces Lip 1 (X) explains why computing concentration invariants of an mm-space is hard: roughly speaking, there are just too many feature functions on the space that are to be examined one by one. The abundance of Lipschitz functions on a discrete metric space X is exactly what makes the Gromov distance from a random gaussian sample to a manifold large.
At the same time, there is clearly no point in taking into account, as a potential feature, say, a typical polynomial function of degree 10 on the ambient space R 100 , because such a function may contain up to 100 10 ∼ 1.7 × 10 13 monomials. Since we cannot store, let even compute, such a function, why should we care of it at all?
A way out, as we see it, consists in refining the approach and modelling a dataset as a pair (X, F ), consisting of an mm-space X together with a class of admissible features, F ⊆ Lip 1 (X), whose statistical learning capacity measures (VC-dimension, covering numbers, Rademacher averages, etc.) are limited. This will accurately reflect the fact that in practice one only uses features that are computationally cheap, and will allow a systematic use of VapnikChervonenkis theory.
All the main concepts of asymptotic geometric analysis will have to be rewritten in the new framework, and this seems to be a potentially rewarding subject for further investigation. A theoretical challenge would to be obtain noise stability results under the general statistical assumptions of [3] .
Finally, the Gromov distance between two mm-spaces, X and Y , is determined on the basis of comparing the features of X and Y rather than the spaces themselves, which opens a possibility to try and construct an approximating principal manifold to X by methods of unsupervised machine learning by optimizing over suitable sets of Lipschitz functions, as in [23] .
The concept of dimension in mathematics admits a very rich spectrum of interpretations. We feel that the topological versions of dimension have been dominating applications in computing to the detriment of other approaches. We feel that the concept of dimension based on the viewpoint of asymptotic geometric analysis could be highly relevant to analysis of large sets of data, and we consider this article as a small step in the direction of developing this approach.
